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Building Products

Industry News

Installed Building Products Acquires Insulation Contractors/Magellan Insulation

Business Wire Full Article

Installed Building Products, Inc., an industry-leading installer of insulation and 
complementary building products, today announced it has acquired Insulation 
Contractors/Magellan Insulation, known within its local markets as Icon. 
Founded in 1989, Icon is headquartered in Kent, Washington, and provides 
insulation, waterproofing, and firestopping installation services to commercial 
and multi-family customers throughout Washington and Oregon.
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Fortress Building Products Debuts Cladding for Façades and Rainscreen 
Assemblies

PRWeb Full Article

LafargeHolcim grows EPD library, shrinks concrete, cement carbon intensities

Concrete Products Full Article

To provide building and design professionals with compelling wood-alternatives 
for façades and rainscreen assemblies, Fortress Building Products debuts its 
newest product category, cladding. Fortress® cladding transcends the 
limitations of wood by pairing its warm, timeless beauty with the heralded 
strength of composite and PVC. Drawing from the tried and tested performance 
attributes of Infinity and Apex™ deck boards, Fortress cladding stands strong as 
the first line of defense against water infiltration and endures the weathering 
effects of time.

To address calls for streamlining embodied carbon in new construction, 
Chicago-based LafargeHolcim plans to issue Environmental Product 
Declarations (EPD) covering shipments from its U.S. Aggregates and Construction 
Materials (ACM) and Cement businesses. The producer will enlist top auditors, 
third-party verification specialists and EPD Program Operators to prepare and 
host a library of declarations abiding the latest criteria for documenting carbon 
dioxide emissions throughout raw materials, processing, delivery and concrete or 
cement-based materials finishing phases.

https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20201013006125/en/Installed-Building-Products-Acquires-Insulation-ContractorsMagellan-Insulation
https://www.prweb.com/releases/fortress_building_products_debuts_cladding_for_facades_and_rainscreen_assemblies/prweb17490107.htm
http://concreteproducts.com/index.php/2020/10/19/lafargeholcim-grows-epd-library-shrinks-concrete-cement-carbon-intensities/
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Selected Q3 2020 Building Products Transactions

Building Products M&A Environment
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Industrials

The Industrials index largely mirrored the fluctuations of the S&P 500, building 
upon its rebound following a low point in March. After rising more than 16% in 
the previous quarter, the sector index gained 14% in the third quarter of 2020 
following increases in both the PMI and U.S. Industrial Production Index.
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Industrials
State of the Industry

Source: Federal Reserve

Source: Institution for Supply Management

Source: Capital IQ

Source: Capital IQ



Alan, Andrew, and Rudy have decades of experience advising companies in the Industrial 
space. They have a demonstrated record of managing and closing dozens of engagements with 
companies in the industry.  Alan has been nationally recognized by M&A Advisor as a sector 
finalist across multiple industries and has an MBA from Ecole des Ponts (France), an MS in 
Electrical Engineering from Brown University, and a BS in Mechanical Engineering from MIT. 
Andrew began his career as an attorney at Foley Hoag LLP and has prior experience as a fifth-
generation family business owner and CEO. Andrew graduated from Williams College and the 
University of Michigan Law School. Rudy has over 20 years of experience in investment banking 
and corporate finance, advising on a broad range of M&A, IPOs, and financing transactions. 
Rudy earned his MIA from Columbia University and his BSEE from Worcester Polytechnic Institute.
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The Value of 
Accomplishment
The highest level of expertise and hard 
work is what accomplishment requires. 
It’s what you deserve and what we do.

• We sweat the small stuff. 
• Take a 3:00am call.
• Say yes.
• Say no.
• Dig deeper when things get tough.
• And  celebrate with you when your 

efforts pay off and you can reflect on 
it all and say, “It’s really remarkable 
what we’ve accomplished here.”

• Then and only then, will we know that 
we’ve accomplished something 
meaningful, too.

Alan Fullerton
fullerton@merger.com

781-418-5954

Mirus’ Industrial team has experience working with owners of growth industrial businesses and 
distressed industrials, executing corporate carve-outs, strategic sales and leveraged buy-outs. 
Much of our work is with closely-held companies – niche leaders who have the industry leading 
solution in a sub $200 million market. The companies often have strategic value to large 
corporations serving the broader market - acquirers who can integrate a product line into their 
portfolio. For larger industrial companies, Mirus has advised buyers and sellers on M&A, including 
leveraged buy-outs, and has executed corporate divestitures and restructurings.

“The Mirus team successfully guided us through every aspect of the transaction, from 
identifying prospective buyers through closing. They conducted a thorough process 
and we are delighted by the outcome.”

Partners Spotlight

crain@merger.com
781-418-5950

Andrew Crain

Follow us on LinkedIn 
To read more reports on the M&A markets, visit our website: www.merger.com

Rudy Minar

About Mirus

minar@merger.com
781-418-5965

mailto:fullerton@merger.com
mailto:crain@merger.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/mirus-capital-advisors/
http://www.merger.com/
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Mirus Industrial Spotlight

MagneMotion is a provider of intelligent transport systems based on patent 
protected linear synchronous motor (LSM) technology. Rockwell 
Automation Inc. (NYSE: ROK), the world’s largest company dedicated to 
industrial automation and information, makes its customers more 
productive and the world more sustainable.  The acquisition of 
MagneMotion expands Rockwell Automation’s independent cart 
technology and complements its acquisitions of iTRAK Technology and 
Jacobs Automation.

Casco Development, Inc. is a leading provider of shop floor productivity
software for mid-sized and large manufacturers. CAI Software is a business
consulting, enterprise resource planning software development and IT
support services company with products and services related to the
lumber, seafood, wholesale food processing and distributions sectors, as
well as the jewelry manufacturing and distribution, and precious metals
recycling, refining and manufacturing sectors.

Amsyn is a national distributor of specialty chemicals to the coatings, 
lubricants, nutraceutical, pharmaceutical, and electronics 
industries. Amsyn’s broad portfolio of specialty chemicals and intermediates 
is supplemented by its differentiated service offering. Maroon Group is a 
leading distributor of specialty chemicals and ingredients across North 
America. Going forward, Amsyn’s wide range of technical capabilities and 
global supplier relationships will be additive to Maroon’s existing capabilities 
and its targeted growth strategy.

AIC is a leading specialty chemical and ingredients distributor based in 
Framingham, Massachusetts. LeBaronBrown is a private investment firm with 
a multi-decade orientation and a strategy to bring capital and resources to 
company management teams to enable growth over a multi-decade 
period. AIC joins Charkit Chemical Company LLC, acquired in June of 2017, 
under the same parent company.  This transaction positions AIC for long-
term, continued growth, building upon the success  of its dedicated team.

Diagnosys is a developer and manufacturer of comprehensive automated 
test equipment (ATE) providing test, support, and repair of high value 
electronics, electro-mechanical, pneumatic and printed circuit boards 
focused on the global mass transit and defense markets. Aptronics 
Corporation (Nasdaq: ATRO) is a leading provider of advanced 
technologies for the global aerospace, defense, and other mission critical 
industries. 
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